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ABSTRACT
Resource management in Distributed Stream Processing Systems
(DSPS) defines the way queries are deployed on resources to de-
liver query result while fulfilling the Quality of Service (QoS) re-
quirements of the end-users. Various resource management mech-
anisms have been proposed in DSPS; however, they become in-
efficient in challenging conditions imposed by the dynamic envi-
ronment and heterogeneous resources. Existing works focus on
pre-configuration of distinct QoS requirements which cannot be
satisfied in case of workload drift. In addition, they lack coopera-
tion between heterogeneous resources leading to inconsistent and
incorrect query result. To solve the above challenges, we propose
mechanisms i) to forecast the performance of network and het-
erogeneous resources, ii) to select efficient resource management
approach, and iii) for cooperation between resources in dynamic
environment.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Real-time systems; •
Information systems→ Stream management.

KEYWORDS
Stream processing, Learned resource management

1 INTRODUCTION
Social media platforms are an essential part of the Internet of Things
(IoT) ecosystemwhich has a huge users base to disseminate informa-
tion in real-time. With the surge and gradual increase of IoT devices,
social media has become large-scale, easy to use open stage plat-
form to share and disseminate knowledge, thoughts, and ideology.
In recent times, malefactors has frequently exploited social media
to propagate fake news and cause social and economic instability
leading to Infodemic and information pollution [30, 45]. Fake news
on social media has questioned the credibility and trustworthiness
of the content available online. Therefore, timely detection of the
fake content on cross social media platforms presents significant
challenges and requires attention of researchers. For example, the
fake news on Twitter about explosion at the White House spreads
in seconds which resulted in 10 billion USD loss to stock market
[30].

In this context, DSPS is awell-known paradigm to process stream-
ing data on arrival to derive high-level events (e.g., fake news de-
tection in social media) while ensuring QoS requirements of the
applications (e.g., time criticality to detect fake news) [9]. Resource
management mechanisms in DSPS can be utilized for fake news
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Figure 1: Resource Management in DSPS

detection by deploying and resolving the query on distributed re-
sources. In this work, we focus on two core mechanisms of re-
source management: parallelization (how to parallelize operators)
and elasticity (how to add and remove resources) mechanisms to
deal with the dynamics of environment (e.g., changing workload)
fig. 1. In recent years, different resource management mechanisms
have been proposed in DSPS [6, 8, 9, 22, 35]. Most of the existing
mechanisms on parallelization and elasticity either rely on optimiza-
tion [3, 15, 16, 19] or machine learning based methods [26, 41, 46].
However, these works cannot meet the latency requirements of
time-critical applications such as fake news detection. In addition,
they cannot deal with unseen behavior of the dynamic environment
and rely on pre-configuration of one or two performance metrics.
Some mechanisms utilize edge devices [20, 41] to deliver low la-
tency; however, they suffer due to limited processing capability and
lack of complete data. Few approaches perform distributed process-
ing using a combination of edge and cloud/serverless computing
[4, 24, 25]. However, such a parallel processing of data often leads
into inconsistent and inaccurate result.

In contrast, we propose to consider unseen conditions imposed
by dynamic and heterogeneous environment as a primary challenge
for designing our autonomous resource management mechanism
for DSPS. Our mechanismwill select efficient resource management
approach at run-time based on the forecast of the performance of
network and heterogeneous resources. In addition, we propose
a mechanism to ensure cooperation between heterogeneous re-
sources to ensure in-order and consistent delivery of events.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
our motivation and research challenges in realizing resource man-
agement at distributed infrastructure. Then Section 3 provides an
overview of research questions and possible approach to solve these
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challenges. Next, Section 4 presents existing resource management
mechanisms. Finally, we will conclude in Section 5.

2 MOTIVATING USE CASES
Social media has evolved into a large-scale and easy to use open
platform for sharing and disseminating knowledge and ideology.
Malefactors exploit social media to propagate fake news, causing
social and economic instability often termed as Information pol-
lution and Infodemic [45]. Therefore, the timely detection of fake
news presents a significant challenge to the credibility of online
content and requires a major attention to drive research [30, 40].
C1: Existing machine learning [1, 12] and deep learning techniques
[11, 37] for fake news detection suffer from workload drift and
hence cannot generalize for unseen workload.
C2: Social media platforms generate high volume of data that varies
across the heterogeneous devices depending upon social, geograph-
ical and temporal context, e.g., high volume of tweets at the time
of election [7].
C3: Social media content is generated by resource-constrained de-
vices such as smartphones and commodity hardware like laptop.
Local processing of this enormous data for fake news detection is
inefficient due to the lack of processing capability and unavailability
of complete data. Hence, the detection has to be done in efficient
way, i.e., in low latency manner and at the same time dealing vary-
ing workload from heterogeneous platforms.
C4: Since local processing for fake news detection can lead to in-
efficiency, distributed processing can be utilized for this purpose.
However, this could lead to inaccuracy in the detection. Therefore,
it is important to maintain consistency and order to ensure there is
no inaccuracy of data.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Considering the limitations of existing resource management mech-
anisms such as operator parallelization and elasticity under hetero-
geneous and dynamic environment, e.g., social media analytics (cf.
Section 2). We have identified the following research questions and
gaps in existing work that we will solve in this research.

RQ1: How to forecast the performance of the network and
heterogeneous resources under dynamics of environmental
conditions? (C1 and C2)1

Existing approaches for resource management focus on i) monitor-
ing and sampling techniques [14, 21] to determine the performance
and ii) they target a limited number of performance metrics such
as average processing latency per operator instance [23], idle and
execution time of operator [44], and the resource usages of the
operator and its instances [21]. A few approaches target perfor-
mance evaluation using machine learning techniques such as using
Gaussian process [46], incremental learning [43], and using mathe-
matical models such as Game theory [16], Queueing theory [20] in
operator parallelization and elasticity. However, these approaches
are workload-specific and hence cannot handle the dynamics of the
workload and environment. In contrast, we propose a performance
model that considers multiple performance metrics while dealing
with the dynamics of the environment, such as changing work-
load and queries. In this research, we will evaluate learning-based
1This research question targets challenges C1 and C2 specified in Section 2.

methods such as Distributed Deep Learning [13], Reinforcement
Learning [27] and propose an approach inspired by these methods
to deal with the challenges as mentioned above.

RQ2:When and how to dynamically adjust the parallelism
degree at run time in response to the continuous variations
of workload based on the forecast of performance? (C2)
Existing literature presents mechanisms for adjusting the paral-
lelism degree for resource management using monitoring and con-
trolling, such as using rule-based approach [18], where parallelism
adjustment relies on the change in pre-defined threshold values
of performance metric. Other works are centralized and decentral-
ized parallelism adjustment techniques based on Queueing theory
[3, 10, 28], and Game theory [31]. These works do not consider
unseen behavior of the dynamic environment and rely on pre-
configuration of one or two performance metrics to adjust paral-
lelism in a homogeneous resources environment. In contrast, we
consider multiple performance metrics for our parallelism adjust-
ment model. Hence, in this model we dynamically adapt the paral-
lelism degree of operators based on the changes in the environment
for time-critical applications.

RQ3: How to automatically identify a parallelism mech-
anism at run time to ensure the QoS requirements of the
end-users? (C2 and C3)
Existing literature consists of parallelism mechanisms in two di-
rections i) task- and pipeline-based [17, 32, 42], and ii) data-based
parallelism [5, 29, 38]. Each parallelism mechanism is designed
to optimize a specific set of performance metrics. The end goal
is to meet the QoS requirements of the end-users. For example,
Khandekar et al. [17] propose a mechanism based on task and
pipeline parallelism to balance CPU capacity and communication
cost. While, Schneider et al. [38] used shuffle grouping-based data
parallelization for load balancing between operator instances with
varying throughput. Backman et al. [2] present a scheduling frame-
work using both data- and task-based parallelism to optimize end-
to-end latency. There is no single parallelism mechanism that fits
for all possible performance metrics. Therefore, we propose a selec-
tion algorithm that will select parallelism mechanism based on the
given QoS requirements of the end-users. The selection algorithm
will take as an input the measured performance metrics by the
forecast model (RQ1) for selection as well as the parallelism degree
(RQ2) for auto-scaling.

RQ4: How parallel operator and its instances will coop-
erate with other operators in an operator graph to ensure
order and consistency of the complex events? (C3 and C4)
In parallelism mechanisms, either multiple operator instances exe-
cute in parallel (data-based) or input streams are replicated (task-
based). Existing mechanisms use a split and merge approach for
data-based parallelism and a multiply and merge approach for task-
based parallelism. Parallelismmechanism can choose different types
of splitter and multiplier to process input stream and merger to pro-
duce output data stream [9, 35]. For example, a key-based splitter
in data-based parallelism relies on an input stream with respective
key-values [34]. In the case of dynamic change in network traffic
and input stream, it might be the case that keys are not evenly dis-
tributed in an input stream, resulting in unequal load on operator
instances. In addition, if operator instances have limited capac-
ity to process input stream then the reliability of the output data
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stream will be reduced as well. Because of this, resulting output
stream could consist of duplicated, inconsistent, and inaccurate
result, which will degrade the overall performance of the DSPS
system. Hence, while applying parallelism mechanisms, special
care is needed to produce the resulting output stream in an ordered
and consistent way. Therefore, we propose to investigate different
forms of cooperation and strategies that operators can perform to
ensure the quality of complex events while ensuring QoS in an
unseen behavior of a dynamic environment.

4 RELATEDWORK
We have divided existing resource management mechanisms for
DSPS into - optimization- and machine learning- approaches.

Optimization techniques. Researchers have intensively applied
various optimization techniques based on heuristics [15, 39], in-
teger linear programming [3], rules [19], gaming theory [16, 33],
queueing theory [20, 28] for optimal decision-making to manage
resources. However, they focus on either fixed QoS requirement or
only one or two performance metrics, e.g., heuristic-based paral-
lelization provides better response time and bandwidth in a decen-
tralized network [39], two-step hyper-heuristic model is applied to
reduce execution time and energy consumption [15], etc. In addi-
tion, optimization models are often combined with other models to
improve efficiency and accuracy. For example, combining gaming
and queueing theory for resource management on heterogeneous
edge resources using social awareness of resource as context [20].

Machine learning. Recent advancements in machine learning
motivated the researchers to apply them in DSPS for resource man-
agement. For example, applying genetic learning for resource man-
agement and its adaptation to deal with changing QoS requirements
at run-time [25] and service-based resource management in fog
environment [41]. Similarly, Gaussian process is used to analyze
historical data of workload and latency to adjust the degree of par-
allelism [46] and reinforcement learning is used to design multi-tier
resource provisioning mechanism [36]. However, these approaches
rely on pre-configuration of single or multiple performance metrics
and cannot deal with unseen workload.

5 CONCLUSION
Social media platforms are losing content credibility and trustwor-
thiness due to their frequent usage to propagate fake news. Thus, it
becomes critically important to detect fake news timely to compen-
sate for the severe damage. In this context, resource management
mechanisms in DSPS can process a high volume of data; however,
these mechanisms are inefficient in a dynamic and heterogeneous
environment. Our research work aims to investigate and propose
mechanisms to forecast the performance of the network and het-
erogeneous resources under dynamics of environmental conditions.
This performance forecast will enable selecting a suitable resource
management mechanism at run-time to manage in-network het-
erogeneous resources such as cloud, fog, and edge efficiently. In
addition, we propose a mechanism to enable cooperation between
in-network resources to ensure in-order and consistent delivery of
events.
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